NEW RELEASES 2015
6” Jungle PLUS (Heavy-Duty)
For those who prefer an all rounder small size kukri knife that is intended for all types of works - be it, REGULAR
usage or HEAVY-DUTY works..










BLADE SIZE: 6 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 7.5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 335 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 415 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 650 grams
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 14th Apr 2015)
CATEGORY: NEW RELEASES 2015
BLADE FINISHING: Mirror Polish

KHHI is always working relentlessly to bolstering its collection of mini versions and this is one of the fine additions to
its small sized khukri knives that wud simply meet the standard and desire of many users. As per its name, “6 inch
Jungle PLUS” is the advanced (modern) version of the traditional 6” Jungle (Sweet) that has been solidly crafted for
heavy duty works by keeping the same required features in mind as a hardcore working knife. The blade is thick forged
with a semi-fuller (for more strength and durability), with mirror polished finishing (to prevent rusting), fixed by a
“Panawal” version handle system (Full flat tang with rivets for strength, stamina and status), having a vertical guard
between the blade and handle (to always safe guard the holding hand within the handle’s portion) and with a Brown
leather sheath (for smart look and strong fitting). Here special attention is made on two things; 1) Butt Cap is rounded
in upper portion so that it won’t dig (stab) in palm. 2) Highly mirror polished is done (obviously we have retained the
hardness) to completely prevent the blade from rusting.
6” Jungle PLUS mainly works (or is a must) for those who prefer an all rounder small size kukri knife (since it’s easier
to carry and to work with) that is intended for all types of works - be it, REGULAR usage or HEAVY-DUTY works,
NO PROBLEM at all.

Blade size: 6 inches approx.
Handle size: 4 inches approx.
Blade Thickness: 7/8 mm approx.
Weight: 335 gms approx. (Blade+Handle)
Materials / Features:
Brown leather sheath, Hard wooden handle (saaj), metal fixtures, 5160 semi fuller/chirra blade

Battleman (Fight n’ Field knife)
Battleman is both a lethal Fighting knife and a very effective Field knife. The detachable knuckle duster adds variation
to the knife making it a destructive battle knife and/or a dominant utility knife in a just a matter of minute..











BLADE SIZE: 9 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 800 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 900 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1200 grams
FUNCTION: Attacking, Combat, Defending, Fighting, Hunting, Lethal, Regular Work, Stabbing
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 18th Nov 2014)
CATEGORY: NEW RELEASES 2015
BLADE FINISHING: Raw

Battleman is both a lethal Fighting knife and a very effective Field knife. The detachable knuckle duster adds
variation to the knife making it a destructive battle knife and/or a dominant utility knife in a just a matter of
minute..
Blade size: 9 inches approx. (sharp section)
Handle size: 5 inches approx. (unpolished)
Blade Thickness: 8 mm approx. (flat)
Weight: 800 gms approx. (Blade + Handle)
Materials / Features:
Western Style 2mm Black/Brown belt leather sheath, Hardwood ergonomic handle, HC steel (EN-31), Solid knuckle
duster, Bottle opener ricasso, L-key configuration, Glass breaker extended tang

Biltong Special (Conceal Kukri)
The advanced version of the regular Biltong - a mini utility cum hacking knife with special and superior handle
(Panawal) designated for strength and power works..










BLADE SIZE: 5 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT:135 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 170 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 450 grams
ORIGIN: KHHI (realeased on 24th March 2015)
CATEGORY: NEW RELEASES 2015
BLADE FINISHING: Mirror Polish

A mini utility cum hacking kukri knife having a more special and superior “Panawal handle” (Full Flat Tang with
Rivets) executed for a stronger and lasting grip that is built for heavy duty works..
“Biltong Special” is the advanced version of the regular “Biltong” crafted to fill in the vacancy for a mini utility cum
hacking kukri knife that has a more special and superior handle (Panawal) designated for strength and power works. It
has been made by KHHI on popular demand by its customers to make something small yet useful with an advanced
type of handle to boost KHHI’s small series. Followings are the reasons why it is so much on demand (why you must
buy the Biltong Special??)
But before that it is important to know why the term “Biltong” is used for this khukuri.
The name of this knife is actually the imitation of the South African native knife used for cutting dry meat. This
interesting and appealing name is in fact the courtesy of one of the main importers of South Africa who used to buy
from KHHI long time back. The gentleman saw the potential of the Biltong kukri as a better and cheaper means of
cutting dry meat so he started ordering in massive quantity and promoted the knife in his country as the “Biltong
Kukri”. Hence the name originated that exists till date.
- 5 inch bladed (World War version) heavier and thicker blade for more efficiency and thus greater result
- Peak less blade for swifter draw in and out
- Decorated (Brass inlay Pattern) blade for good look
- Highly/mirror polished blade to prevent rusting
- Small sized yet a good hacking knife as it has substantial in-built weight within
- Superior Panawal buffalo HORN handle for durability and heavy works
- A new ALL leather sheath is adapted - simple leather sheath however very well done, durable and attractive at the
same time. Made to carry the knife in a belt (waist) or in chest area like a conceal weapon
- Big enough Belt Frog to hang from waist (belt), like in the big models
- A perfect gift for knife collectors and enthusiasts
Materials / Features:
High carbon steel, FFT w Rivets Buffalo Horn handle, special new ALL leather sheath

Chukuri PRO @ KYDEX
An ultra modern bowie specially built for pros n extremists to satisfy their intense appetite and thirst (lust)..











BLADE SIZE: 10 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 650 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 775 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1000 grams
FUNCTION: Attacking, Combat, Hunting, Lethal, Outdoor, Regular Work, Stabbing, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 13th Mar 2015)
CATEGORY: NEW RELEASES 2015
BLADE FINISHING: Raw

KHHI announces the release of an ultra modern bowie called the “Chukuri PRO” that is specially built for pros and
extremists in the industry in order to satisfy their intense appetite and thirst (lust). It is the improved version of the
“Chukuri” series in which major focus is put on the handle to make it as easy and effective as possible since we all
know how essential holding (grip) becomes for maximum outcome and to deliver the best. The handle is ergonomically
designed having palm-friendly counters and corners and also with two palm swells that just melts in one’s hand in a
holding position. This specially crafted wooden handle provides a very comfortable and secured grip that makes
using/holding so much nicer and safer comparatively. Moreover, the long erected in-built guard at the top of the handle
works as a divider that always safeguards (restricts) the using hand within the handle section only and thus in the
process any kind of cut and injury is totally avoided. The extended tang at the bottom of the handle (pommel) built in
the form of a skull crusher is also avail for various pounding and stabbing activities. Similarly, a lanyard hole in the
tang facilitates a string attachment to the using hand to prevent the knife from falling away.
Blade: Chukuri version is one of the most fascinating knives KHHI has produced. It is actually the combination or
experiment of two most common knives of Nepal, “Khukuri” and “Churi” and hence the name. The shape, style and
features show both the parental characters at its best. The spine of the Chukuri with sharp edge at the head section
reflects the character taken from a “Churi” and the front arch belly portion from a “Khukuri”. The combination of
beauty and the beast of two famous authentic knives in Nepal, have made this knife an exceptional experiment of
indisputable supremacy. It has high carbon steel as in all khukuris with a twist at the head portion as seen in the picture.
This curve is also made sharp and much more pointed at the tip for piercing and tearing apart through upward
movement. This blade is both a hacking and stabbing maniac. RAW black finishing is done for strength and power as
initial hardness is retained since the blade does not go through long machinery process of polishing/shinning where the
heat generated might take away its hardness.
Sheath: Kydex is a line of thermoplastic acrylic-polyvinyl chloride (PVC) material. It combines properties of both
acrylic and PVC therefore it obtains rigidity, formability, toughness, chemical resistance, good interior and is
completely water resistant. It is a perfect replacement of leather sheaths as it is lighter, cheaper, durable, holds better
and also compatible to various armies’ wears and kits. It is scratch resistant and holds its shape better at the same time.
The Kydex sheath offered here is made from imported Kydex sheet all the way from USA having a thickness of 0.06”.
It is made in such a way that it can be worn both – Horizontally and Vertically. Not only that, the carrying positions can
also be adjusted (Knot-bolt system) as required and as comfortably as possible from High to Low positions from the
waist level. The belt holder is completely detachable and can be fixed to anywhere within the Kydex panel for more
preferred position by the carrier/user in his body. The use of “D” ring also facilitates the carriage splendidly. The
sheath’s unique shape and its manufacturing technique make the knife very easy to draw in and draw out. This sheath is
very strong, safe and very easy to operate.
Chukuri PRO @ KYDEX - this unusual yet striking shape with sharp edges on both sides backed up Comfy and
Secured handle and supported by a super Kydex sheath is a true masterpiece that can be an honest tool, a loyal friend or
an enemy’s nightmare - its the combination of indisputable supremacy.
Blade size: 10 inches approx.
Handle size: 4.75 inches approx. (wood portion)
Blade Thickness: 8 mm approx.
Weight: 650 gms approx. (Blade+Handle)

Materials / Features:
High carbon steel, dual edge, ergonomic rosewood handle, integral finger guard, skull crusher and hammering pommel,
lanyard hole; dual carriage KYDEX Sheath
Jungle XTRA (Woodlander)
Has the ability and potential to tackle any situation - good, bad, worst; expected, sudden, immediate that the user may
come across..











BLADE SIZE: 9.5 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 9mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 700 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 950 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1200 grams
FUNCTION: Defending, Fighting, Hunting, Jungle warfare, Outdoor, Regular Work, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 12th June 2015
CATEGORY: NEW RELEASES 2015
BLADE FINISHING: Mirror Polish

Let the subject speak for itself than the words…
It’s a jungle friendly extra special khukuri knife designated for all out jungle warfare and survival technique. The blade,
handle and fixtures are all made in such a fashion that it would support and boost outdoor activities and tasks.
Moreover, the inclusion of a special mini back up knife further makes the knife extra special and superior than its
counterparts. Both the mother and baby knives are very functional and would come very useful in any expected and
unforeseen situation, and also in various conditions/terrains. The blade is built only 9.5 inch long for easier carriage and
yet has a very good range that is fully polished to prevent from rusting and to work as a reflector (mirror) as well. The
handle has Vertical Guard for protection, Finger Grips (curvatures) for comfortable/firm grip and “L-key” system for
extra strength and durability. Traditional khukuri shape handle is adapted for easier and better (firm) grip. The B-up
knife on the other hand is 3inch long bladed (100 gms approx. weight) fitted by a very “easy-to-handle” wooden handle

to perform small tasks and games that may not be possible thru the mother blade. Its finishing is also highly polished
for easy maintenance and smart look. So lastly, the summary is: Jungle XTRA (Woodlander) is an all out all purpose
jungle utility knife that has the ability and potential to tackle any situation - good, bad, worst; expected, sudden,
immediate that the user may come across when he is out there alone in the unfamiliar and unforgiving territories.
Blade size: 9.5 inches approx.
Handle size: 4.5-5 inches approx.
Blade Thickness: 9 mm approx.
Weight: 700 gms approx. (Blade+Handle)
Materials / Features:
Black leather sheath, Hard wooden handle (saaj), 52100 steel, metal fixtures, L-key system, mirror polished

Mini Raw Panawal (Useful)
Mini version of the famous “Raw Panawal (Workhorse)”- a superb mini heavy duty kukri that is one very useful
survival tool and domestic knife..

It is a mini version of the famous “Raw Panawal (Workhorse)” khukuri and thus the name. The great success story of
the Raw Panawal Khukuri and its demand by customers to make in a shorter and more handier format led to the
manufacturing of this 7 inch bladed very useful “Mini Raw Panawal”. It is a very regular khukuri but very effective and
efficient that is preferred by many as a perfect mini cutting tool. Like its origin counterpart, Mini Raw Panawal has a
thick fat blade forged with a semi-fuller/chirra that is fixed with a plain full flat tang riveted handle (Panawal version)
designed for power and durability. It is one superb mini heavy duty kukri that is a very useful survival tool and a
domestic knife.
Blade: 7 inch (small version), Semi-fuller/chirra for strength and to reduce unnecessary mass/weight, RAW (black)
finishing to retain hardness/power, thick blade (8mm) for heavy duty work
Handle: 4.5 inch Panawal version (Full Flat Tang with Twin Rivets) for durability and hardcore usage, plain basic
design for easier grip, thick bolster and pommel

Sheath: Normal black leather with vertical carriage frog, lanyard loop tip to facilitate thigh cord
Blade size: 7 inches approx.
Handle size: 4.5 inches approx.
Blade Thickness: 8 mm approx.
Weight: 450 gms approx. (Blade+Handle)
Materials / Features:
Black leather sheath, Hard wooden handle (saaj), 5160 Raw semi fuller/chirra blade

ParaCord PRO (Water-Proof KUKRI)
Its 100% water proof so why fear water if you can swim…

 BLADE SIZE: 8 inches approx.
 THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
 ACTUAL WEIGHT: 550 grams
 OVERALL WEIGHT: 650 grams
 SHIPPING WEIGHT: 900 grams
 FUNCTION: Domestic Use, Hunting, Indoor, Jungle Warfare, Military, Outdoor, Regular work, Stabbing, Trekking,
Fighting
 ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 10th Jan 2015)
 CATEGORY: NEW RELEASES 2015
 BLADE FINISHING: Unpolish
Its 100% water proof so why fear water if you can swim…

ParaCord PRO is the sheathed version of the default “ParaCord Khukuri” already offered by KHHI. The knife is
smartly sheathed by Kydex material that is made very effective, easy to operate and compatible to various wear and
gears and thus the name, “ParaCord PRO”. Its handy size with double edges backed up by the everlasting paracorded
handle and supported by a smartly done kydex sheath make the Khukuri knife a superior and a superb mini-sized utility
knife that will come useful for anybody, anytime, anywhere… and the best part of the knife is it can be used even in
watery terrains and conditions.
ParaCord Khukuri: KHHI for the first time in its history introduces a Paracord khukuri to establish its image as the best
khukuri maker and to give further versatility to its amazing product range. It has also been launched as a BUDGET
kukri for those who seek for a real deal – Real Steel @ Rare Price – where we believe buying should not be an issue
even for the strugglers. As per its name the full flat tang is wrapped by a paracord (made in USA, military standard)
using a special wrapping technique developed by KHHI. The paracord is securely wrapped in such a fashion that the
user feels very easy and safe to hold the knife. The shape, size, contours and design itself of the handle also make
holding safer, much easier and more effective. The sharp edge is honed to make it super sharp and strong using a
special manual honing technique where various grit sandpapers are used to accomplish the target (a technique
developed by KHHI to enhance it superior quality). The blade is only 8 inch long designated to make it handier and
unpolished to retain solid temper, and thus usefulness. The front back portion of the blade is well sharpened to use the
knife for stabbing and the blade is purposely made straighter to support this action.
Kydex Sheath: With this announcement we take this opportunity to introduce one of our latest additions, the “Kydex
Sheath”, which is added to our online catalog on request by our customers and well wishers, and also after good survey
by KHHI. A very high demand of Kydex sheath due to its superb quality and amazing benefits, we believe, will make
your khukuri/knife much more better, effective and a superior knife - a very worthy tool for you indeed.
Kydex is a line of thermoplastic acrylic-polyvinyl chloride (PVC) material. It combines properties of both acrylic and
PVC therefore it obtains rigidity, formability, toughness, chemical resistance, good interior and is completely water
resistant. It is a perfect replacement of leather sheaths as it is lighter, cheaper, durable, holds better and also compatible
to various armies’ wears and kits. It is scratch resistant and holds its shape better at the same time. The Kydex sheath
offered here is made from imported Kydex sheet all the way from USA having a thickness of 0.06”. It is made for a
vertical carriage. The belt holder is completely detachable. The use of “D” ring also facilitates the carriage splendidly.
The sheath’s unique shape and its manufacturing technique make the knife very easy to draw in and draw out. This
sheath is very strong, safe and very easy to operate.
::NOTE:: “FrogLube” is professionally applied to the Khukuri to protect it from corrosion and rust. Froglube is a non
toxic, biodegradable gun cleaner, lubricant and protectant or CLP that protects metal from rusting. It is a specialized
lotion that penetrates deep into the micro pores of the metal and prevents elements from coming in contact with the
metal and thus corrosion. It is a USDA certified bio-based product which is even edible.
Blade size: 8 inches approx.
Handle size: 5 inches approx.
Blade Thickness: 7-8 mm approx.
Weight: 550 gms approx. (Blade+Handle)
Materials / Features:
EN-31 industrial steel, Dual edge, Paracord wrapped handle; Kydex Sheath, FrogLube lotion

Raw 3 Chirra (Old School)
A stronger reason as to why one should stick to the old folks that still carry the legacy; A brutal force that is 100%
hand forged to exhibit a knife’s cutting ability to another whole new level..











BLADE SIZE: 13 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 9mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 725 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 925 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1300 grams
FUNCTION: Combat, Defending, Heavy duty, Jungle warfare, Military, Outdoor, Regular Work, Hunting, Gift
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 23rd July 2015
CATEGORY: NEW RELEASES 2015
BLADE FINISHING: Raw

In today’s phase where people/maker are doing whatever they please and can in the name of style and uniqueness
and trying to give a so called new extra ordinary product; this typical khukuri from the past, “Raw 3 Chirra” comes
as a great reliever and an eye pleaser to all those who know and knew this simple iconic knife as the “Khukuri”.
KHHI in its long years in business has along with special and unique khukuris made many modern and ultra modern
ones that are very well accepted by the public and the associated society. Having said that the OLD SCHOOL boys
have always been the BEST and have always bettered and battered the new comers. “Old is GOLD” is the conceptual
plan and vision behind the making of the “Raw 3 Chirra (Old School) by KHHI. The simple and rugged features yet the
essential and the best have always defined the old boys and made them proudly stand tall amongst its new counterparts.
Keeping the same sentiment and feelings at heart KHHI has picked up this traditional khukuri that has been the core
and pride of the very name, the “KHUKURI” till date - to add versatility to its traditional collection. Moreover the very
popular and useful version, the “3Chirra” has been selected as the main background of the knife to add strength, depth
and power to this version. R3C gives a stronger reason as to why one should stick to the old folks that still carry the
legacy and is just perfect for those who prefer the old school system over the new fancy and sophisticated ones,
performance over beauty and inner strength rather than the outer appearance. R3C is a brutal force that is 100% hand
forged to exhibit a knife’s cutting ability to another whole new level, to heavily rely on, and as they say “to please the
old conservative and stubborn master from the ice age”.

Blade:
- 13” long for good reach and coverage
- RAW finishing for durability and strength
- Chirra or Fuller version for power, performance and beauty [supports the knife physically and technically by equally
distributing the impact/pressure felt by the edge when slammed against an object. The shock felt by the edge is evenly
distributed in a wavy form to all parts of the blade before it finally reaches the spine (stress cannot go straight to the
spine). The chirras also cut down the unnecessary weight of the blade. The “Forging and Grinding” of the Chirra in the
blade is a difficult work that requires great skill and hard work which is done by a very qualified craftsman only]
- Balanced weight for easy and swift use
- PeakLESS for easier draw IN and OUT (handling)

Handle:
- 5” long traditional (has long been well accepted and admired by users) PARAWAL (stick tail tang) handle affixed by
high quality epoxy for Regular and Heavy duty works
- Ridges and Rings are discarded for easier, more comfortable and better grip
- Thick 18 gauge Brass plate is used for Bolster and Butt Cap for heavy duty usage and to avoid rust (no maintenance)

Sheath and Frog:
- Traditional Black scabbard is used for easy handling and typical look
- A special modified frog that can carry the knife in an angular position is adapted for easier and more effective
carriage. The khukuri hangs from the belt in such a way (see photo) that drawing in and out is easier and faster. The
Special frog also aids the user to carry the knife in chest area in a conceal way

Blade size: 13 inches approx.
Handle size: 5 inches approx.
Blade Thickness: 9 mm approx.
Weight: 725 gms approx. (Blade+Handle)

Materials / Features:
Black leather sheath with Angular carrying frog, Hard wooden stick tang handle (saaj), 5160 steel, Brass fixtures

